UK Payroll Report 2019
Payroll can be sexy - especially when there’s data involved. KeyPay’s State of Payroll report is
based on responses from a range of payroll professionals across the United Kingdom working
for SMEs, in bureaux, and for bookkeeping and accounting ﬁrms, in collaboration with The
Bookkeepers Alliance and IAB.
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Summary
In its inaugural year, KeyPay’s UK Payroll Report explores the state of UK payroll in 2019. Being
the number geeks that we are, we’re excited to share our ﬁndings from the payroll industry as
it stands today, looking at the eﬃciencies of payroll processing across diﬀerent businesses and
roles, what’s important for payroll professionals, and what’s keeping them up at night.

Approach
The survey launched in July 2019, distributed to UK payroll professionals and payroll service
providers with memberships with the Bookkeepers Alliance or the IAB. Marketing emails were
also distributed to the KeyPay database and across social media. The survey was completed
by 80 payroll professionals across the UK - including bookkeepers, accountants, payroll
professionals and in-house payroll administrators. We’d like to thank those who took part in our
ﬁrst UK payroll survey, empowering us with real data to improve payroll eﬃciencies, and
allowing a better understanding of what’s going on in the payroll industry today.
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Data
The respondents worked in a range of roles:
● 55% were bookkeepers
● 29% payroll professionals
● 13% accountants
● 3% consultants
And for a range of diﬀerent types of ﬁrms and businesses:
● 56% worked for bookkeeping ﬁrms
● 16% in accounting ﬁrms
● 14% for payroll bureaux
● 10% in-house for SMEs
● 3% for payroll / HRIS consultancies.
Respondents came from across the UK, with the highest amount of
responses coming from London and South East (28%), Northern England
(19%) and the Midlands (16%).
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Payroll business
In this year’s survey, we assessed (where applicable) the number of clients our
respondents did payroll for, and the type of clients they service.

Number of clients

% of respondents

1-25

68%

26-50

8%

51-100

12%

101-250

3%

251+

9%

The majority (68%) of respondents had between 1-25 clients,
which is probably a result of the relatively high number of
bookkeeper respondents overall.

Director vs. SME payrolls
Unsurprisingly perhaps, a large number of respondents (46%) have a long
tail of director only clients (i.e. over 70% of their client base) regardless of
the overall size of the bureau.
This clearly demonstrates that a signiﬁcant amount of the industry payroll
processing time is spent on small clients, which is interestingly also the
part of the market where automation can drive signiﬁcant eﬃciencies.
Clearly, smaller businesses across the board feel that either they do not
have the expertise nor the inclination (or both) to manage their own
payrolls. With 85.6% of UK businesses having fewer than 10 employees,
these numbers suggest both a strong demand for outsourcing and a very
sizeable market opportunity for all levels of outsourced payroll suppliers.
Given that the most signiﬁcant cost of processing these payrolls is the cost
of the administrator undertaking the processing, even a 25% improvement
in eﬃciency solely on these payroll types would unlock signiﬁcant
additional proﬁts for the majority of the payroll industry even with static
pricing to the end user.
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Payroll business
How valued is payroll?

This could reﬂect that bookkeepers are much more closely
aligned to their overall business (and probably therefore more
likely to be running the payroll themselves) than accountants.
Indeed, 36% of the accounting ﬁrms polled viewed payroll as
a loss leader. This is still quite outstanding when you consider
the size of the market (above) and the additional burdens that
have been placed on payroll over the past decade (e.g. RTI,
Automatic Enrolment and a plethora of statutory complexity).

67%

of respondents don’t
see payroll as essential

100%

of payroll bureaux
say payroll is
essential

Overall, 67% of respondents don’t see payroll as essential to their
business, which shows both an unlocked potential for many
businesses and a continued underappreciation of the payroll
industry as a whole.
Responses showed that bookkeeping ﬁrms value payroll more
than accounting ﬁrms, with 84% giving a positive response to
payroll compared to 64% of accounting ﬁrms.

Still, this demonstrates that there are some serious
opportunities for bookkeepers and standalone payroll
bureaux to signiﬁcantly eat into the accountant share of the
market. And maybe this is why there are so many bureaux
now providing white-labelled outsourcing for accountancy
practices.
While, those practices that continue to undervalue and
underprice outsourced payroll do cause a negative pressure
on industry pricing as a whole, their lack of investment in their
payroll services will become more apparent in the current
rapidly changing market.
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Payroll business
Pricing strategy

75% of respondents
oﬀer payroll services at
a ﬁxed rate; the other
25% use value pricing
strategy.

23% of bookkeeping
ﬁrms use value pricing.
40% of payroll bureau
ﬁrms use value pricing.

It could be assumed that the ﬁrms that are more likely to place value
on payroll as a service within their organisation (such as payroll
bureaux) are maximising the value of this service with their clients
and therefore charging their services based on value rather than at a
ﬁxed rate.

Only 8% of accounting
ﬁrms use value pricing.

Intriguingly, the 2.5% that oﬀered both pricing strategies were larger
bureaux/practices. While statistically tiny in terms of the overall population,
this is potentially a very interesting ﬁnding as it could demonstrate beneﬁts
of using easy, oﬀ the peg pricing at the smaller end of the market, while
allowing value pricing to be put in place for larger or more complex payrolls
(or because of bundled services across the practice).
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Payroll software
Who is embracing the cloud?
Among the respondents, 65% used more than one payroll
software. This completely contradicts the pervasive idea that
bureaux use payroll software because it is more eﬃcient.
There may of course be many reasons for this - mid-migration,
diﬀerent softwares being better suited to diﬀerent payroll
sectors, pricing reasons, mixing cloud and desktop.
Unfortunately, we will have to guess this year as we didn’t ask
why - but this seems an interesting vein to mine in future
years.

19%

of respondents predominantly
use cloud software

Less surprisingly, only 19% of respondents use cloud software
as their only/primary software - so desktop is still king for now
and with 55% of respondents using some form of cloud
functionality within their payroll software choices, the
underlying trend is deﬁnitely an industry heading to the
cloud.

We found that bookkeepers are most positively embracing the
cloud, with 56% using cloud functionality in their primary software.
Accounting ﬁrms and payroll bureaux are less inclined to use the
cloud, with 23% and 20% respectively having cloud functionality in
their predominant software.
There are likely to be a number of factors at work here.
Bookkeepers are more likely to work in clients’ oﬃces or remotely,
plus their smaller business units also mean that maintaining IT
support services is a burden on their businesses.
Payroll bureaux in comparison are more likely to undertake
outsourcing for a broader range of client sizes and a richer selection
of industry sectors. Therefore, while their desktop solution may well
not have the eﬃciencies of the cloud, the additional range of payroll
calculations that desktop softwares have may be the reason for the
reluctance to move. However, even here, the large number of
bureaux that already use more than 1 software suggests that
bureaux in the future may switch to a combination of desktop and
cloud solutions to maximise the eﬃciencies of their oﬀering and
appeal to an even wider range of clients.
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Payroll software
Is the cloud enhancing the payroll experience?
Desktop software

1

7.7

10

How happy are you with your payroll software?

The pursuit of payroll happiness
Bookkeeping ﬁrms are the happiest of the
bunch with 82% giving a response of 8 or over
- followed by 65% of accounting ﬁrms and 45%
of payroll bureaux. Looks like there’s room for
improvement in payroll software within
accounting and payroll bureau businesses.

71%
of respondents rated
their payroll system 8
or above

Cloud software

1

8.3
How happy are you with your payroll software?
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KeyPay received an
average rating of 9.7/10
from respondents using
it as a predominant
software!

On average, respondents rated cloud software higher
than desktop software on the ‘happiness scale’.
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Payroll eﬃciencies
What’s making payroll professionals happy?
We asked respondents to give reasons for their ratings. Here
are some of the things payroll professionals love about their
software.

“The cloud-based portal is great for
clients.”

Cost-eﬀective
Cloud-based

Accuracy

Easy to use

Payroll automation

Online portal

Great support

Automatic journal uploads

Reporting

Product enhancements
“I love how it integrates the journals straight
into the accounts and I don't have to do any
additional manual importing.”
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Payroll eﬃciencies
What are the key problems with payroll
software?

“I’d love our software to connect to pension
providers.”

“Price is hard to justify
with the number of
payroll clients we have.”

Integration Product updates
Cost

Manual processes

Software bugs

Cloud vs. desktop

Lacks functionality
“The process seems clunky. It
could do with more automation.”

Compliance

“After researching cloud-based systems, it’s
apparent that the development of our current
software is falling behind.”
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Timesheets and expenses
There’s nothing worse than wasting precious time on
mundane processes - so we were curious to know how long
people are taking to complete some of the most commonly
frustrating payroll tasks.

Timesheets and expenses
Who needs timesheets or expenses, eh? OK, a lot of us do…
so thankfully the majority of respondents don’t spend too
much time processing them, with 59% spending 0-10 minutes
on these tasks per client each pay run.
A large portion of our respondents are spending unnecessary
time on payroll tasks, with 25% spending between 11-20
minutes, and some even spending over 45 minutes on
timesheets/expenses. Surprisingly, 20% of bureau businesses
within our responses spend over 45 minutes per client. Oh
boy!
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Automatic enrolment tasks
Similarly to timesheets/expenses uploads, the majority of
respondents (59%) take 0-10 minutes per client on
auto-enrolment tasks.
What we found interesting was that bookkeeping businesses
showed to be most eﬃcient in this task too - with 67% of them
in the 0-10 minute category, and payroll bureau businesses
closely behind at 60%.
Accounting ﬁrms seem to be the least eﬃcient with Automatic
Enrolment tasks, with the majority (54%) spending 11-20
minutes per client. This is quite a statistic given that
automated submissions, retrieval and payment collection have
been around for almost 5 years now and softwares have had
suﬃcient time since the launch of Automatic Enrolment to
ensure that it is just a normal part of the pay run, rather than
an additional process to be run.
Pension scheme auto-enrolment tasks include assessment of an
employee’s auto-enrolment status each pay run, calculations of
pension deductions, and employee communication compliance
such as auto-enrolment notiﬁcations.

Finding the right payroll software can automate and simplify
Automatic Enrolment tasks for payroll administrators. Software
that integrates with pension schemes can also ensure manual
tasks are eliminated during pension processing.
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Managing payroll data for accounts purposes
This seems to be the majority favourite (or at least
quickest) payroll task, with 66% of respondents
spending 0-10 minutes per client - this included 80%
of the bureau business respondents and 67% of
bookkeeping ﬁrms. 30% of accounting ﬁrms spend
11-20 minutes per client managing payroll for
accounts purposes - this may be due to accounting
ﬁrms spending time manually uploading payroll
journals to accounting software, or ensuring payroll
data is accurate for things like budgeting strategies
and staﬀ costing.
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Payroll eﬃciencies
The potential of the employee portal
20%

of respondents had no
clients at all on an employee
portal

Despite the rise of digital and proliferation of smartphones, there
remains a resistant proportion of the payroll industry that
continues to avoid online employee portals. In total, 20% of
respondents had no clients on an employee portal, extending
almost to a third (31%) taking into account those with only a small
proportion of clients using an employee portal.
The logical conclusion is that this signiﬁcant minority is happy
distributing payslips and managing employee data / timesheets /
expenses completely manually, either by email or even paper.
Worryingly, the nature of the make-up of the respondents might
mean that this is actually an under-estimate of the industry take
up.

More satisfyingly, 51% of respondents had most to all clients on a
portal (81-100% of client base). Within that number, 57% of the
respondents spent the least time on timesheets and expenses showing the beneﬁts to be reaped when using an employee portal
eﬃciently.
With the introduction of GDPR in 2018, having an online or cloud
portal to manage data and distribute payslips is a secure and
more eﬃcient way to handle employee and client data. According
to the CIPP Future of Payroll Report 2019, only 21.94% of
respondents stated that their method of payslip distribution had
changed as a result of the GDPR. We expect to see a higher
uptake of portal use in the coming years as payroll administrators
begin to realise the value of adopting more advanced technology
in their processes.
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Payroll eﬃciencies
Lunch breaks
Lunch is important.
But according to results, 41% of payroll administrators don’t always
have time for it.
Even worse, nearly 1 in 8 payroll professionals are not getting a
lunch break at any time during the week and all in all just under
30% get 2 lunch breaks or fewer each week.

The Scots within our
respondents seem to be the
most well-fed - with a
whopping 100% stating they
always have time for a lunch
break! The majority within the
‘lunch al-desko’ category are
from London and the South
East (22% of these guys need
to take a well-deserved
break!).
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Marketing
How much push does your organisation give on marketing payroll
services? Here’s what we found to be the most popular ways to
generate leads / acquire new clients:

Talking is important

Getting online

Being social

Among the relevant respondents,
we found that 81% get new clients
through word of mouth. This clearly
demonstrates that where quality
services are provided,
recommendations will follow. It is
also an extremely eﬃcient way of
growing a business, requiring less
sales eﬀorts.

40% of respondents generate leads or
acquire new business via their website.
This can be great if you’re looking for
local clients, however outsourced payroll
is a national sport and location of the
outsource provider is less of a
requirement than before.

23% found social media to be a useful
tool to build their client base. Utilising a
range of social channels to get your
brand out there and share knowledge
and information on your services could
be key to generating new leads.

Driving traﬃc to an eye-catching website
is important, but how regularly do you
update your website with new content?

Marketing is a key component to
growing your business. We hope these
insights give some inspiration as to how
to shape or prioritise future marketing
activities.
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Food for thought
We’d like to thank all respondents for taking the time to take part in this year’s survey.
It has become clear from this report that although the majority of respondents seem fairly happy with their current payroll software, there
are areas where eﬃciencies can deﬁnitely be improved. Sometimes people don’t know what they want until they analyse things a bit
further, which is why we carried out this survey. Here are some points from the report that stood out to us that we feel are worth exploring,
even if you think your processes are tight enough:

Is the value of payroll expressed enough in your
organisation?
Payroll is clearly a must-have component - everybody loves
getting paid. But the value of payroll has shown to be
sometimes overlooked by bookkeeping and accounting ﬁrms.
How can we improve perceived value of payroll for these ﬁrms
to the level of that of a payroll bureau? By maximising the value
of payroll services to clients - through sourcing the right
technology, improving eﬃciencies and visibility, and building
trust with clients. Payroll can then be seen as a valuable
additional service to bookkeeping / accounting, and not just a
‘need to do’.

Is your software in the cloud?
In our report, only 19% of respondents used cloud software as their
predominant software. One of the main themes prevalent in
negative software feedback was around the limitations of desktop
software. Additionally, happiness rating for cloud software was
found to be on average higher than it was for desktop. These
responses alone seem to be reason enough to explore beyond the
status quo and re-assess your current technology.
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Food for thought
How long are you spending on payroll tasks?

Small steps for payroll administrators

How does your time spent on payroll tasks per client compare
to the benchmarks? You don’t have to stick to what has always
been done. Now’s your chance to assess your processes and
think about areas that might seem clunky. Are you using paper
timesheets? Do you receive many email requests from clients /
employees to update information or send payslips? These are all
tasks that can be automated in more advanced payroll software.

If you’re struggling with the idea of fully converting to the cloud,
consider certain areas where clients’ payroll could be improved. For
example - could you automate timesheet input so you don’t need to
manually dump data or work with paper? Or can some of your
simpler director pays be conﬁgured and forgotten about in a cloud
software to cut down unnecessary admin? With 46% of respondents
having majority director clients, there is a huge opportunity for time
savings through the cloud and automation. These small steps can
result in huge leaps for your processes.

What do you value most in a payroll software?
We hope the responses in this report have given you food for thought about functionality you could look out for in a payroll software that will
help you get the job done quicker and more accurately. Whether it’s integration, software that can connect with pension providers without the
data dumping, automation, or a software provider than constantly enhances the product - try to think about one thing you didn’t think about
before, and improve your processes for the coming year. We hope that by considering these points, payroll will become a more eﬃcient
process and therefore more valued among diﬀerent organisations. The ideal outcome is that we can all be as happy as the Scots and take
time away from our desks for regular lunch breaks!
Thanks once again for being part of this year’s report. We hope you’ve found the results interesting and that we have an even higher
response rate next year to provide more detailed insights into payroll eﬃciencies. We are committed to innovation and changing the way you
work and pay in the UK. If you have seen opportunities to improve any of your payroll processes but are unsure where to start, why don’t you
get in touch with KeyPay about your current payroll situation? Or, just go ahead and try KeyPay for free at keypay.co.uk.
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About KeyPay
KeyPay is a cloud-based workforce management and payroll
platform designed speciﬁcally for outsourced payroll providers.
Servicing over 120k businesses, KeyPay is a fully automated
payroll solution, oﬀering unparalleled time-saving beneﬁts for
payroll bureaux. With employee self service, rota management,
time and attendance and comprehensive mobile apps, payroll
administrators can automate traditionally manual tasks and allow
employees to manage their own payroll data. KeyPay automates
tax codes changes and eﬀective dates, processes pensions in
real time and removes the need for separate systems and
manual data interpretation.
KeyPay oﬀers a white label service and bespoke pricing for
payroll bureau, bookkeeping and accounting businesses. With
KeyPay, payroll bureaux can enhance brand exposure and
provide full visibility of bureau/client pay run status in an easily
accessible payroll portal.
Get in touch: support@yourpayroll.co.uk

keypay.co.uk
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